Company name: A&M COMMERCIALS LIMITED
Company number: NI036272

Received for Electronic Filing: 26/07/2016

Details of Satisfaction

Charge created (or property acquired) before 6th April 2013.

Date of creation: 29/01/2002

Description of instrument: MORTGAGE OR CHARGE

Short Particulars: MORTGAGE DEBENTURE - ALL MONIES (A) A SPECIFIC EQUITABLE CHARGE OVER THE COMPANY'S ESTATE OR INTEREST IN ALL FREEHOLD OR LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES NOW OR AT ANY TIME BELONGING TO OR CHARGED TO THE COMPANY, (B) A SPECIFIC CHARGE OVER ALL BOOK AND OTHER DEBTS FOR THE TIME BEING DUE OR OWING TO THE COMPANY BUT SO ...... SEE DOC. NO. 10 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Satisfaction of charge: In full

Details of the person delivering this statement and their interest in the charge

Name: ULSTER BANK LIMITED
Address: 11 DONEGALL SQUARE EAST BELFAST NORTHERN IRELAND BT1 5UB
Interest: CHARGEES

Authentication of Form

Electronically filed document for Company Number: NI036272
This form was authorised by: a person with an interest in the registration of the charge.